THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF
SHAREHOLDER VALUE
CAPITALISM
Mark S. Mizruchi and Howard Kirneldorf

Dobbin and Zorn offer a rich and insiphtfi~lexplanation for recent shifts in
corporate strategies and incentives that. they argue. left American firms
open to the wave of scandals I ha! have filled the night1y news over the past
few years. Where once far-sigh ted corporate leaders trained their eyes on
stability and long-term growth, today's CEOs have trouble looking beyond
the quarterly profit predictions that constitute the new bottom line in corporate America. Focused as they are on "meeting the quarterlies." institutional investors, takeover artists, and financial analysts have emerged as
the new corporate elile, displacing the largest private owners of capital and
bureaucratic managers alike.
The argument is made all the more powerful by the authors' deft integration of historical contingency - the "happenstance" of the baby boom
generation that empotverrd institutional investors, and the high tech boom
that placed performance forecasts in command of profits - into a powerful
and revealing account of the unanticipated conseql~encesof purposive social
action in which, according to Dobbin and Zorn, "Takeover specialists convinced themselves that they were ousting inept CEOs. Institutional investors
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convinced themselves t h a ~CEOs should be paid for performance. [And]
analysts convinced themselves that forecasts were a better metric for judging
qtocl, price than profits." The rise of this nev, corporate elite \rfss thus not
enrlrely coincidental: and certatnlv not random, but few could have predicted the particular path of its ascendance, much less its harmrul consequences for our "shareholder nntlon."
Although we could raise questions about some aspects of their arguineiit
hostile takeover firms seem more a phenomenon of the 1980s than of the
present, for example, and the idea of growth by acquisition remains ihr from
dead (the emphaar. has merely shifted to huge within-industry mergers) - we
find the general contours of Dobhln d n d Zorn's story compelling. Our goal
in this comment 1s therefore not to take issue w ~ t htheir argument per se.
Instead. we would like tcl address a question that emerges from lberr discusqion: What were the historical and political cotld~tionsthat gave rise to
and empowered this new class of financial professionals? 1n particular. we
seek to understand the rlse of institutional investors and financial analystq in
relation to the post-war decline of American labor, the relaxation of government regulation, and the declining influence of finance capital. Our
comments are necessarily br~efand uneven - brief because of our role as
commentators; uneven because of the preliminary and, in some cases, speculative state of our thinking.

POST-WAR MANAGERIAL CAPITALISM
Our story begins in the post-war period marked by the ascendance of the
management-con1roiled, giant, bureaucratic, American corparation. In the
now classic formulation of mansgcrialism first elaborated by Rerle and
Means I 1 968 [1932]), corporations were seen as having thousands of wldely
dispersed stockholders, wlrv exerted little if any influence over management.
Firms operated in concct~tratedmarkets, were highly profitable, and fiush
with cash. At the same time. the United States had emerged from the war as
the preeminent economic power in the world, giving domestic firms a leg UP
on foreign competitors, most of whom were tied down rebuilding their urr
ravaged infrastructures. I n this Fdvorable environment, the prima? goals of
American managers were growth and stability - the former because it led to
prestige and high salaries, and the latter because it allowed them to maintain
their privileged positions.
This system was characterizd. and sustained, by a set of institutional condi (ions tkat, arguably, were hsbrically unique. First, mosl large corporaliom
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had come to accept the existence bf labor unions. Tht: recent experience of
wartime coordination - what some would later term "collaborauon" between big bustness and big labor revealed a side to unions that had seldom
been seen. In the interests o f maximizing wartime productioti, the AFL and
the CIO both signed no-strike pledges, hsciplined recalcitrant militants, and
engagad in limited short-term economic planning. Though their abandonment
of the class struggle iras orlly temporary, American labor, especially I'ollowing
the Cold War purge or Ihe Communists~was now sufficiently domesticated to
lay a foundation for the post-war "labur--capital accord" which gave organized labar a permanent place a1 rhr corporate table - or so it seemed through
the early 19705 (Aronowitz, 1973).
Second, unlike the earlier coq~oratizationwave ar the turn of the 20th
century, the posr-war period witnessed the emergence of an expanding and
more activist stale. Government regulat~onof business was not necessarily
greater during this period than in earlier decades; in fact. the levels of government activism tended to fluctuate depending on which political party
occupied the White House. But the stilte's penetration of civil society,
building on the legacy of the New Deal, increased significantly by raking on
a wider rnnge of regulatory f ~ ~ n c t i oand
n s spearheadi~~g
a wave of new social
legislation during the 1 960s. Although many corporate leaders might have
preferred a less active state, they also recognized that programs such as
Social Security and welfare- reduced the potential for social unrest, socialized
the costs of reproducing labor, and shored up the legitimacy of the system fis
p ~ r taT the ongoirig ideological battle between East and U'rst.
A third feature of the post-war world was the changlng social organization and growing aclivjsm within the corporate elite. Ne\v it~strumentsof
policy formation, representing the major fac~ionsof the business comrnunity, appeared at the national level ta better coordinate corporate interests
both at home (the Committee for Economic Development, and. Inter,
the Business Roundtable) and abroad (the Council on Foreign Relations).
The increasing influence of these consensus-making bodies, coupled wtth the
growing participation of financial institutions, whose capitol was required
by most major firms and whose interests transcended those of particular
industries or sectors, created an internal discipline and coherence within the
corporate elite, ensurlng greater uniformity of a c t i o ~ ,if not of thought.
This confluence clt' a strong lahor movement, an activist state, and the
centrality of finance capital had the conscq uence, we suggest. of keeping
corporations in check. The presence of strong lahor movement generally
served as an effective countzrvailit~gforce to corporate hegemony by partially constraining the enormous power of capital while also providing
LI
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ancit her source of accountability for economic decision-making. Similarly,
government involvement in the economy, particularly in the regulator)
arena, fortified the state with the requisite legislative and enforcement powers, as well as conferring the necessary pnlitical Irgitlmacy to more closely
i'nonitor irlternal corpor:~te affairs, such a6 work safety and environmental
practices. And the centrality of finance capital placed banks - with their
more risk-averse orientation -- at the center of the corporate economy. .41though corporate takeover<, particularly those involving diversification.
were rampant during the 1961)s, they were - uiili ke the subsequent w;ivr or
takeovers in the 1980s - typically encouraged by the leading banks, whose
capilal they usuallj, required. Indikidusl investors or CEOs who tried to
"game the system" or who behaved in ways that the hanks viewed as erratic.
such as Saul Steinberg and James Lmg, were quickly disciplined and
brought into line.
This is not lo romanticize the post-war corporation as a "sou1ful" econotnic citizen. as some have suggested. 1 Ilesal and uneth~calcorporate behavior certainly occurred during this period, but any transgression that
deviated rrnm a relatively narrou norm was quickl?~sanctioned. not only hy
the state and occasionally by labor, but also by the financial communlty.
The result was that corporate malfeasance on the scale of today's Enron
bcandal was neither mag in able nor, in nlost cases, possible.

TURMOIL AND REORGANIZATION: LABOR AND
THE STATE IN RETREAT
As we moved into the 1970s, however, the system began lo unravel.
Mounting irlflationary pressures, generated by Ihr fiscally impossible '*guns
and butter" policy of simul taneoudy placating the domestic population
while pursuing an expensive overseas war, took a hcavy toll on the
American economy, dampening productivity and choking off new inveljtment. T h c concurrent rise of foreign manufacturing and the increase in the
U.S. halance of payments deficit Iscl, in 1973. lo the abandonment of the
Bsetton Woods international monetary epreenien t , which had fixed foreign
exchange rales to the U.S. dollar. American firms, having been insulated
from overseas competilion. now found themselves unable to compete with
the growing power of European and Asian manuFactureru whose rebuilt a n d
modernized plants Rooded the domestic market with high quality hut
lesf-expensive goods - every thing from carr to consumer electronics. The
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enersq crtsis of 1974 only exacerbated these problems, with the s~multaneaus appearance of rising ~nflationand unemploymen~.a combination
thought to be impossible acctlrding to the prevailing Keynesian economic
theory. This "stagflatioti," iis it was dubbed, led first to a sharp decline
in the stock market. and then to continued econotnic stagnation throughout the remainder uf the decade. A weakened stock market, as Dobbin
and Zorn (and many others) note, ser the stage for the takeover ~ 3 v eof
the 19805.
With inflation and unemployment both h~gh,and with profits and stock
prices both low, the Amer~canbusiness community €aced a crisis. In the
wake of the Watergate scandal, public confidence in the nation's major
~nstitu~ions,
including especially business, was at a historical low. The
emergence of powerful consumer and environmenral movements expanded
once a g a ~ nthe scope of state regulation with the formation of the Environrnen~alProtection Agency and the Occupational Health and Safety
Administration, both of which were signed into law b y a reluctan1 President
Nixon.
Having seen enough. the busitizss community mounted a counterofl'ensive
that would dramatically remake the country's political and economic landscape. Their response, bankrolled by wealthy individuals and ledding corporations, targeted what many conservatives beiieved was responsible for
the decline of the American economy: a lack of productivity, caused in pzrt
by a labor movement whose long-standing work rules purportedly impinged
on the flexibility of firms; and government regulation that presumably increased the cost of doing busmess. Both organized labor and the state were
thub seen as obstacles to economic revitalization. making t t difficult, if not
impossible, for American firms to compete with their l'orzign adversaries.
The election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 was pivotiil in br~ngingthis antiunion, anli-statist ideology from the periphery to the center of American
politics. While Reagan cerlainly deserve5 much of the credit Tor mainslreaming the husinzss agenda, the assauit iln labor and the stale had alread! been launched under the previous Carter administration. Anti-union
sentiments, galvanized by he emerging business counteroffensive, were a]ready powcrful enough by the late 1970s to defeat or weaken several attempts at labor law rcCorm (Vogel. 1 989, Chapter Vll), despite Demucratic
cuntrol of the executive and Izg~slativebranches of government. Simultaneous attacks on "big government." always a rriairlstay of Republican
politics, also found new life, as business leaders aggressively lobbied President Carter ril roll back regulationl; that were supposedly strangling the
economy.
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Still. Reagan's election in 1980 was a turning point, pnrticularly insofar as
his visio~: for the country offered :d anlore coherent ideology for the deepening assault on labor a11d the state. In his view, which has since become a
foundation of neo-liberal~sm,unions. regulations, or anything else that interfered with the work~ngsof an unfettered market constituted unnecessary
impediments to economic growth. By freeing up markets and ~mplementing
fiscal and tax policies designed to encourage investment, Americans. in this
view. would erioy a level of personal freedom never before experienced
under the shadow nf big govertlltienr.
The new president fired his first shnt shortly after taking office, w h e n he
persotlally dismissed the nation's striking sir traffic controllers. H 1s subsequent decision to hlre replacement workers reversed nearlq half a century
of accepted industrial relations practice, which held that unions should
have the right in a democrallc society to strike without fear that their
members wa uld be subject t o permanent replacement. Reagan's action.
however, was far less risky than i t appeared, since the labor movement,
reeling from almost three decades of decline, was In no position to resist.
The message was not lost o n organized labor, whose members all but
abandoned the work stoppage as a weapon of industrial warfare. A n emboldened President Reagan then took aim at the legal infrastructure of
modern industrial relations. neglecting t o enforce legislation that protecled
worker tights on the joh, and stacking the National Labor Relations
Board with like-minded appointees, some of whom openly questioned organized labor's right to exist. Following a decade of steadily declining
representation elections and union wins, organized labor was no longer
capable of exercising much restraint on capital, especiaI1y in the private
sector heartland of the ecotlomy, where unions had been hardesl h i t
(Fatltasia & Voss, 2004).
Under t h e cover of attacking hig govenlment, hundreds or loyal foot
soldiers in the Reagan revolution waged a relentless campaign agairlsl
the state's regulatory functions. The Clean Air Act was weakened, although
not near!! as much as either the president or business wanted. At the
same time, as Dobbin and Zc~rnnote, enforcement of antitrust legislation declined przcipitously, and favorable policies, including the ability
to deduct the interest on the debt used for acquisitions, created a fncndly
environment for the wave of lakeovers thal followed. The growing reliance
on markets, rather than governrnctltal oversight, to regulate corporate
behavior left the door open for "a wide range of specula~ivebehaviors"
that would eventually lead tu the scandals of recent yesrs {Prechei, 2003,

p. 327).
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THE CHANGING NATURE OF BANKS DURING
THE 1980s
With labor and the state i t 1 full-scale retreat, the banks were the last Iayer of
defense agiainsl corporate malfeasance. Although hanks never actlially controlled curporations on a wide scale. during the 1970s they exercised what
Mlntz and Schwartz (1985) termed "hegemony" due to their control over
scsrce investment capital and their lefidership r ~ l in
e coordinating complex
financing schemes. Given their economic cenlrality, banks were often able to
sct limits on the behavior of the non-financ~alfirms that depended on them.
Bank hegemony was undermined d u r ~ n pt h i 1980s by a combination of
technological and regulatory changes that enabled firms to reduce their
reliance on banks for capitai Increasingly they borrowed directly from
other firms through the use of commercial paper. By 1994, the amount of
debt in commerc~alpaper equaled that owed lo commercial hanks, while
individual investors turned to mutual, pension, and money ~ i i a r h e tCunds,
thereby reducitig their deposits in commercial banks. The hanks responded
to these changes in two wsys. First, they engaged in a series of high-risk
ventures that led to several bank failures and near failures b) the late 1980s.
Second, they began to shift their focus away fro111 lending, and toward
financial services, including, eventually. secur~ties underwriting. ln the proces5, commercial banks came to more closzly resemble investment banks. The
separation of cummerciai and investment banking had been legaIly mandated smce the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, but American banks by the 1 990s
were challenging Glass-Steilgall. clairtiing that the law unfairly disadvantaged then1 in the increasingly competitive world of international financt.
The law's fin31 blow came with the 1998 merger of Citicorp and Travelers
Insurance Iwhivh included the investment firm of Salamon Smith Barney 1.
Glass-Steagall was repealed by Congress in 1999.
The upshot of'this is that banks lost their fr>rrnutly privileged place within
the social organization of the business community. Davis and Mizruchi
I 1999) have documented lhat between 1982 and 1944, the centrality of banks
in c r ~ r p o r a t einterlock networks - a virtual constant since 1900 - sharply
declined. Bemuse they were no longer corporatiotls' chlef (or even a necessary) source of capital. whatcver ability the banks had to influence nonfiilancial iirms - in part~cular,the ability to provide internal discipline to thc
business community as a whole - likely declined as well. Evcn during their
heyday. it is true lhat banks supported mergers and acquisirions. including
hostilr ones. But one wonders whether the actions of Michacl M~lLenand
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others would have been tolerated had the banks been in
position like they were in the 1960s.

cl

commanding

CONCLUSION
Dobbin and Zclrn suggest that the power structure of the American business
world has undergone a sign~licanttranhformation over the last two decades.
Aftel- elnerglng from a period of managerial capitalism through the 1970s:
the American busmess community experienced a massive upheaval, in which
one-third of the 500 largest non-financial corporations disappeared. This
shakeout lzfi no one in particular in charge. When Michael Useem (1984)
wrote eloquently in the early I9XOs about the "inner circle" - the group of
cnrporate leaders whose inlerests transcended those of the individual firms
with which they were associated - he could not have k ~ l c ~ wthat
n this circle
would be decimated by the e v e n ~ sof the next few years. In his subsequent
wurks describing the siege under which managers operated by the 1990s,
whose ti~les, Execurirc Defensc (Useem, 1993) and In~:~.vfor
Capitalism
(IJseem, 1Y96), prov~dca good synopsis of the situation he believed they
now faced, 1Jszem 110 lot~gerspeaks o f an inner circle. or any coherent group
of central leaders with responsib~hty for the overall fate of the business
community. Instead, he speaks of a Darwinian world, domlnatrd by financial professionals with no coherent organlz,ing principle, much like the environn~entportrayed by Dobbin and Zorn, in which firm managers are IIOW
forced to operate at the seeming mercy of institutional investors and. especially, linancial analy 51s.
We have at tempted to situate the ascendan= of institutional investors and
financial analysls in relation to the changing internntiocal political econorny. Our analysis suggests three main points: First. Lhe rise of institutjonal
investors and fit~iltlcialana1yl;li has occurred in part hecaust: three significant forces . organized labor, the state, and the banks - have e~therabdicated or been driven from their fomlcr roles in helping t a keep
corporations. and corporate abuse, In check. Without the internal disclpline provided by the hanks and the external disc~plirleprovided by the slate
and labor, the cucporate world has been left to the professionals who have
the ability to manipulate the vital informat~onabout corporate performance
on which investors depend. Second, despite the growing power and activism
~Tinstitutionalinvestors, and despite the machinations ot' financial analysts.
what is striking about Dobbin and Z,ornis account 1s the continued fibilily of
managers to resist external monitoring. The monitors may change. but the
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managers - as they seemingll; alu-ays have - find a way to drce~vethem.
Finally, let us not forget that ht~wevermuch this siiuation differs from the
satanic. mills described by Marx, and however many An~ericansm a y now be
invested in the stock market, the system remains, in nIl of its most important
features, capitalist - marked. in its current form, hy an increasing polarization of wealth and life chances between those with and those without any
real control C ) L ~ Tcapital.
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